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1 'Western' ambassadors for 

The distinctive note of the'Western'hydraulics is highly sought after in model form. 

PAUL CHETTER installs sound into Heljan and Dapol'OO'Class 52s and compares 

the steps required and the results achieved. 

T
HE DESIGN of ready-to-run model 
locomotives has until recently 
been aimed at producing reliably 
engineered chassis clothed with 
convincing bodies. In the last few 
years, Digital Command Control 

(DCC) sound has become an increasingly
important aspect of the hobby. Modellers who
fit sound to their models often find that these
design considerations are the biggest problem
to be overcome for a successful installation.

lt makes life much easier if the manufacturer 
has made provision for a DCC sound decoder 
and speaker - though it is usually still possible 
to create a workable solution in models 

where no provision has been made too. 
The Heljan model is an older design which does 

not especially cater for DCC sound, whilst the 
more recently designed Dapol version has fully 
embraced the need to make suitable provision. 
Can the same components be deployed in each 
version?The Dapol model is designed to accept 
a specific speaker from the DCC Supplies range. 
1 could see that this would also fit, somewhat 
differently, in the Heljan model so i deci�ied 
to use the same type of speaker in each. 

Dapol's decoder interface is a 21-pin connector 
so I selected a Zimo MX644D for this model. 
To suit the 8-pin socket in the Heljan I used a 
Zimo MX645R with an 8-pin harness. Apart 

from the interface type, there is a very close 
similarity between these two decoders. Any 
difference in sound performance will therefore 
be as a result of the speaker location alone. 

Dapol provides very clear installation 
i nstructions. if you follow these carefully, you 
will not need to modify your model in any way 
so your warranty should not be affected if you 
decide to install sound. The Heljan 'Western' does 
not have sound fitting instructions provided. 
lnstalling DCC sound in the way I describe 
below requires a single hole to be drilled 
through the chassis and a section of the fuel 
tank assembly to be cut away. Modifying the 
model in this way may invalidate your warranty. 

DAPOL'S 'WESTERN' 
There are four screws holding the body and 
chassis securely together. These are in the 
chassis close to the leading edge of each bogie. 
When these are removed, the bodyshell can 
be lifted from the chassis in a vertical motion. 

The wiring for the cab lights is fitted to the 
inside of the roof and connected to the circuit 
board with a four-gang connector. lt is possible 
to complete this installation with this still 
connected and the bodyshell laid alongside the 
chassis, but I unclipped the plug and putthe 
body to one side for safety. The main Printed 
Circuit Board (PCB) is at one end of the chassis 
and speaker provision at the other, beiow one 
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pair of perforated etched fan grilles in the roof. 
This provision consists of a flat platform 

with four vertical tabs designed to hold the 
specified speaker firmly in place. The system 
works very weil in holding the speaker in the 
required location and is a simple 'no tools 
required' solution that would be welcome in 
other models. The internal positioning protects 
the speaker from accidental damage. 

There are two clearly marked solder pads 
on the PCB to which the speaker wires should 
be attached. l found on this example that 1 
needed to clean these pads before soldering 
wires to them. The only other task was to 
remove the blanking plate and replace it with 
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www.diqitrains.co.uk f85.00 

www.diaitrains.co.uk f83.00 

www.dccsupplies.com f8.16 

the MX644D. My photograph and the Dapol 
instruction sheet show the correct orientation 
of the decoder. A quick test showed everything 
to be in order so I refitted the cab light wiring 
connector and slipped the body back onto the 
chassis, securing it with the four retaining screws. 

Full marks to Dapol -this is a weil 
designed and executed solution easily 
within the capability of most modellers. )) 

The Dapol (left) and Heljan 
/J!'!:J!il', (rightl 'Westerns' are from 

( 
) two distinct eras in model 

manufacture with the 
/ Dapol model entering the - market after the widespread 

adoption of digital 
sound fitting, Both are 

straightforward projects to 
install sound into, although 

the Heljan model requires 
the most work. 
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